
The week that was: 15th Jan – 21st Jan 2018 

Handicappers to follow?  

Chasers 

Cougar’s Gold (17.01.18 Market R) – I ‘tipped’ this one up in the notes, having hit some of my stats 

for Peter Bowen at Market Rasen in section 1. My enthusiasm seemed to end any chance he had 

here. He never really looked comfortable, lost his position/jumped slowly down the back on the 

second circuit and plodded over the line, beaten 31L.  This was his second chase start and second in 

handicaps. Bowe has an ok record with unexposed handicap chasers and I expected more. He has 

won twice in his career (Bumper + hncp hurdle) and one day will find his conditions as a chaser. He 

jumps well enough. There are four possible excuses.. 1. He hated the ground- it was heavy. I thought 

he moved ok on it at Ffos Las, but his career wins were on a better surface. 2. He doesn’t like going 

RH – a bit inconclusive but he has been kept LH ever since his NHF win here 3. The yard form.. they 

have been a bit quiet, some of theirs running well, some not. 4. He’s an animal and just had an off 

day. I’d be interested in him on better ground and they may even drop him back into a C5. He could 

bounce back soon.  

Attention Please (19.01.18 Muss) – another tipped horse in ‘the notes’ who came to grief… he was 

just starting to get rolling when he came down two out. I think he’d have won but you must jump. I 

can’t really blame the jockey. It could be this trip (2m7.5f) was just on the sharp side here, having 

won over 25.5f and 26f on his last two starts. He was certainly doing his best work late but had to 

pick up speed to catch the horse in front. Provided this doesn’t leave a mark I’d be interested in him 

NTO. He still looked well handicapped to me. I’d probably want to see him back over 25f+ , or 24f at 

a more galloping track/longer home straight. He will need to be well placed, but they haven’t got to 

the bottom of him just yet.  

Tintern Theatre (20.01.18 Haydock) Bar the winner (The Dutchman) this is the one I want to take out 

of this race. Lightly raced over fences he has moved into this well as they turned for home, and has 

jumped superbly. He has travelled into this like a decent horse. In the end the ground has sapped 

him for energy, with his jumping falling to pieces as a result. It may take him a while to get over this 

but returned to better ground, I suspect he may still be well handicapped. He certainly doesn’t look 

like a ‘slogger’ and I think he is worth tracking. I do want to keep the winner on side as I think there 

is a danger we underestimate this performance. Time will tell. I can’t work out Hainan.. he has 

plodded on for third in part due to others falling in a hole. It could be he’s just a C3 animal. I’d be 

interested to see him in the Midlands National, if he can get an uncontested lead as he does just 

keep going the one pace.  

Hurdlers 

Burbank (20.01.18 Ascot) – reverting to hurdles + the cheekpieces, appeared to do the trick here. He 

ran a fine third at 16/1 with the right horses in front of him, in a G3. This horse jumped and travelled 

well and I’ve no doubt will show himself to be well handicapped at some point. He came a running 

on 4th (beaten 8L) in the 2017 Neptune Hurdle and clearly has some ability. This was his first run on 

soft ground and I wonder if that just sapped him for energy late on, certainly over this distance. I’ll 

be keeping an eye on him, especially if he turns up at Aintree’s GN meeting for a handicap hurdle. 

(the race Rather Be won last year would be worth considering)  

* 

 



Stats The Way To Do It 

Anthony Honeyball 

My Tom Lacey angle (which is proving to be decent money spinner so far, touch wood) was inspired 

by a feature on RUK and I’m hoping a similar film on AJH may have the same effect. My old mentor 

and all round good egg, Matt Bisogno, sponsors the yard and has a few horses there. He did an in-

depth stable tour pre-season that I should probably read again – I’ll pay more attention next year. I 

think he is still underrated but with the likes of Olly Murphy grabbing the headlines, his horses are 

still going off bigger than they should be. He appears on a few of my track stats and he is good to 

attack from a stats perspective. If you wanted a yard to focus on, that has a bright future, you could 

do worse than focus on AJH.  

Today I want to focus on the females, and specifically mares. There is plenty of logic here. Honeyball 

mentioned how he enjoys training mares and over the last two seasons has really developed his 

methods-  knowing when to ease of them and when to work them harder. By all accounts, in general, 

mares can be tricky to get right and easy to get wrong. Poor runs are more forgivable. Given they can 

have residual re-sale value as broodmares it makes sense to put efforts into sourcing good ones and 

winning with them- the more wins, the better the races, the higher the re-sale value – in theory. So, 

logically, if his passion for training mares continues, so the profits should flow, over time. It is a 

pattern of trainer behaviour that should keep repeating! That’s the Holy Grail for us racing anoraks 

who relish such things. The Test Zone will reveal all… 

The research… 

All ‘mares’ (females aged 5 or older, younger females = fillies) since he started training in 2012:- 

• 319 bets / 66 wins / 141 places / 21% sr / +19 SP / +46 BFSP / AE 1.01 

That’s a decent starting point for a systematic approach or some more general pointers:- 

• Odds: 10/1 or shorter SP: 64/251,131p, 25% sr , +40 SP, +55 BFSP , AE 1.03 

o 11/1 + SP: 2/68,10p, -21 

▪ 20/1 -25/1: 2/17,2p, +30  

10/1 or shorter for now… 

• Age 5 or 8 : 100 bets / 32 wins / 57 places / 32% sr / +66 SP / +73 BFSP / AE 1.36  

o NHF + Handicap Hurdle: 22/56,38p, 39% sr , +60, AE 1.66 

• Female Only races: 126 bets / 38 wins / 69 places / 30% sr / +49 SP / +66 BFSP / AE 1.2 

o 0 wins in NH race type: 21/58,39p, +40 SP, +50 BFSP , AE 1.43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MICRO 1 

• Anthony Honeyball 

• Mares 

• Females Only races 

• 10/1 or shorter SP (guide) 

• All race types 

• 2015- (stats suggest he is getting better…) 

 
 Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) ROI(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 80 27 33.75 41.08 47 58.75 51.35 52.85 66.06 20.62 1.4 

2018 3 1 33.33 1 1 33.33 33.33 1.42 47.33 -0.31 0.91 

2017 30 11 36.67 17.85 18 60 59.5 22.89 76.29 6.32 1.5 

2016 18 4 22.22 0.25 11 61.11 1.39 2.44 13.58 5.57 0.95 

2015 29 11 37.93 21.98 17 58.62 75.79 26.1 90 9.05 1.65 

 

Some pointers where you may wish to ‘mark up’ a horses chance that hits the micro above… 

• Mares aged 5 or 8. Doing better with 5-year olds makes sense. It could be that after their 

first year as mares they hit a handicap ceiling or need to mature further before getting 

competitive again. This could take a couple of seasons before returning with a vengeance 

aged 8! That will be the case for some, but the samples are not overly big so just something 

to watch for now. There will be some logic there somewhere.  

• ODDS: Bigger priced qualifiers are worth some attention and the odd one will win. The big 

priced winners within these stats, and a few of the placed horses, have come in races with 

12 or more runners- suggesting the odds simply reflect the more competitive nature of the 

race, rather than the horse’s true chance.  

• Unexposed: 0 wins in NH Race Type (running in a hurdle and yet to win a hurdle race): 

14/33,23 places, +30 SP, +37 BFSP, AE 1.88 

• IRISH Breds: 12/24,16 places, +38 SP, +45 BFSP , AE 2.03 (7/11,8p last year) (5 different 

mares) 

 

MICRO 2 

• Anthony Honeyball 

• Mares 

• 5/1 or shorter SP  

• All race types 

• Horse Win NH Race Type: 0 

• 2015- (stats suggest he is getting better…) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) ROI(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 39 18 46.15 29.01 27 69.23 74.38 34.22 87.75 7.73 1.74 

2018 1 1 100 3 1 100 300 3.42 342 0.69 4 

2017 15 6 40 8.88 9 60 59.2 10.82 72.11 -0.03 1.45 

2016 9 6 66.67 15.75 7 77.78 175 18.27 203.01 3.47 2.46 

2015 14 5 35.71 1.38 10 71.43 9.86 1.72 12.26 3.6 1.41 

 



I think those are two decent approaches worth tracking, with plenty of other pointers to help with 

any further analysis on a mare by mare basis. It could well be that the market catches up this year 

and all value is eroded, but that’s why they will go in the test zone. Given the logic and the trainer 

behaviour underpinning it I’d like to think that these stats will keep repeating. Honeyball has an eye 

for a good horse at the sales and long may that continue with his mares.  

* 

That’s all for this week’s article,  

Happy Punting,  

Josh  

  

 


